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Preface

About This Guide

This guide describes the most common tasks that a Help Desk Administrator needs to 
manage RSA Authentication Manager.

Your company determines which tasks a Help Desk Administrator is allowed to 
perform. Since each company is different, this guide may contain some tasks that you 
cannot perform. 

RSA Authentication Manager Documentation

For more information about RSA Authentication Manager, see the following 
documentation. RSA recommends that you store the user documentation in a location 
on your network that is only accessible to your administrators.

Release Notes. Provides information about what is new and changed in this release, as 
well as workarounds for known issues.

Getting Started. Lists what the kit includes (all media, diskettes, licenses, and 
documentation), specifies the location of documentation on the DVD or download kit, 
and lists RSA Customer Support web sites.

Planning Guide. Provides a general understanding of RSA Authentication Manager, 
its high-level architecture, its features, and deployment information and suggestions.

Installation and Configuration Guide. Describes detailed procedures on how to 
install and configure RSA Authentication Manager.

Administrator’s Guide. Provides information about how to administer users and 
security policy in RSA Authentication Manager.

Migration Guide. Provides information for users moving from RSA Authentication 
Manager 6.1 to RSA Authentication Manager 7.1, including changes to terminology 
and architecture, planning information, and installation procedures.

Developer’s Guide. Provides information about developing custom programs using 
the RSA Authentication Manager application programming interfaces (APIs). 
Includes an overview of the APIs and Javadoc for Java APIs.

Performance and Scalability Guide. Provides information to help you tune your 
deployment for optimal performance.
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RSA Security Console Help. Describes day-to-day administration tasks performed in 
the RSA Security Console. To view Help, click the Help tab in the Security Console.

RSA Operations Console Help. Describes configuration and setup tasks performed 
in the RSA Operations Console. To log on to the Operations Console, see “Logging 
On to the RSA Operations Console” in the Administrator’s Guide.

RSA Self-Service Console Frequently Asked Questions. Provides answers to 
frequently asked questions about the RSA Self-Service Console, RSA SecurID 
two-factor authentication, and RSA SecurID tokens. To view the FAQ, on the Help 
tab in the Self-Service Console, click Frequently Asked Questions.

RSA SecurID Appliance Documentation

For more information about RSA SecurID Appliance, see the following 
documentation. RSA recommends that you store the user documentation in a location 
on your network that is only accessible to your administrators.

Release Notes. Provides information about what is new and changed in this release, as 
well as workarounds for known issues.

Getting Started. Provides information to help you with RSA SecurID Appliance 
Quick Setup process.

Migration Guide. Provides information on planning and implementing a migration 
from RSA Authentication Manager 6.1, 6.1.1, or 6.1.2, or a migration from 
RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0 or later, to RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0.

Owner’s Guide. Provides information on planning, implementing, and administering 
RSA SecurID Appliance.

SNMP Reference Guide. Provides information about the available SNMP traps and 
gets for the RSA SecurID Appliance hardware.

Rack and Bezel Installation Guide. Describes how to install the Appliance in a rack 
and how to attach the bezel. This guide is available on the RSA Appliance Rack and 
Bezel Installation Guide CD that ships in the Appliance package.

RSA Operations Console Help. Describes the RSA SecurID Appliance and the 
RSA Authentication Manager configuration and setup tasks performed in the 
RSA Operations Console. To log on to the Operations Console, see “Logging On to 
the RSA Operations Console” in the Administrator’s Guide.

Related Documentation

RADIUS Reference Guide. Describes the usage and settings for the initialization 
files, dictionary files, and configuration files used by RSA RADIUS.

Important: For the most up-to-date recommendations on security best practices, see 
the RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Security Best Practices Guide and the RSA 
SecurID Software Token Security Best Practices Guide. 
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1 RSA Authentication Manager Overview

• Purpose of RSA SecurID and RSA Authentication Manager

• RSA SecurID Tokens

• On-Demand Authentication

• Authentication Agents

• Policies

• Data Stores

• Credential Manager

• Reporting

• How Authentication Manager Protects Resources

• Administrative Roles

This chapter introduces you to the components, features, and tasks in Authentication 
Manager that are important for helping customers solve their day-to-day 
authentication problems. 

For additional information about the features in this guide, see the RSA Authentication 
Manager 7.1 Administrator’s Guide.

Purpose of RSA SecurID and RSA Authentication Manager

RSA SecurID uses a patented, time-based or event-based two-factor authentication 
mechanism to validate users. It enables administrators to verify the identity of each 
user attempting to access computers, networks, and other resources.

RSA Authentication Manager software is the management component of RSA 
SecurID. It is used to verify authentication requests and centrally administer security 
policies for authentication, users, and groups for enterprise networks.

Authentication Manager software is scalable and can authenticate large numbers of 
users. It is interoperable with network, remote access, wireless, VPN, Internet, and 
application products. 
1: RSA Authentication Manager Overview 9
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RSA SecurID Tokens

An RSA SecurID token is a hardware device or software-based security token that 
generates and displays a random number designed to enable users to securely access 
protected resources. The random number is called a tokencode.

In addition to the tokencode, RSA SecurID typically requires a Personal Identification 
Number (PIN), either created by the user or generated by Authentication Manager. 
Requiring both the tokencode and the PIN is known as two-factor authentication: 
something you have (the token) and something you know (the PIN). In Authentication 
Manager, the tokencode and the PIN combined are called a passcode. When users try 
to access a protected resource, they enter the passcode at the logon prompt. To protect 
against the use of stolen passcodes, Authentication Manager checks that a passcode 
has not been used in any previous authentication attempt.

As a Help Desk Administrator, you might be expected to perform the following tasks 
related to token management:

• “Enable a Token.” 

• “Disable a Token.”

• “Resynchronize a Token.”

• “Assign a Hardware Token to a User.”

• “Assign a Software Token to a User.”

• “Distribute a Software Token.” 

On-Demand Authentication

In addition to receiving tokencodes on hardware and software tokens, users can 
receive tokencodes using mobile phones or personal e-mail. Tokencodes delivered in 
this manner are called on-demand tokencodes. As with the tokencode generated by a 
hardware or software token, on-demand tokencodes are used with a PIN to achieve 
two-factor authentication.

A user can obtain an on-demand tokencode in two ways:

• By logging on to the Self-Service Console and explicitly requesting one. The 
Self-Service Console is a browser-based interface where users can request 
authenticators, troubleshoot tokens, and perform token maintenance tasks.

• When the user logs on to access a protected resource, the authentication agent 
responds by sending the user an on-demand tokencode.

As a Help Desk Administrator, you may be expected to enable on demand 
authentication for a user. For instructions, see “Enable On-Demand Authentication for 
a User” on page 61.
10 1: RSA Authentication Manager Overview
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Authentication Agents

When a user successfully authenticates through RSA Authentication Manager, he or 
she is able to access a resource, such as a VPN server, that is protected by 
Authentication Manager. Authentication Manager uses authentication agents to 
protect network resources. Authentication agents are software applications designed 
to securely pass authentication requests to and from Authentication Manager. 
Authentication agents are installed on each machine that is protected with 
Authentication Manager and RSA SecurID.

When a user attempts to gain access to a network resource, the agent receives the 
authentication request and submits it to Authentication Manager. Authentication 
Manager then approves or denies the request, prompting the agent to allow or deny 
access to the user.

RSA Authentication Manager has two types of agents:

• Unrestricted agents. Unrestricted agents process all authentication requests from 
all users in the same realm as the agent. They eliminate the need to grant access to 
user groups on the agent.

• Restricted agents. Restricted agents only process authentication requests from 
users who are members of user groups that have been granted access to the agent. 
Users who are not members of a permitted user group cannot use the restricted 
agent to authenticate.

Policies

Policies are rules that control various aspects of a user’s interaction with 
Authentication Manager. For example, policies control:

• RSA SecurID PIN lifetime and format

• Fixed passcode lifetime and format

• Password and PIN formats

• How often users must change their PINS

• Number of failed logon attempts permitted before users’ accounts are locked

Your Super Admin is responsible for defining all policies. 
1: RSA Authentication Manager Overview 11
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Data Stores

In Authentication Manager, user and group data are kept in data stores called identity 
sources. There are two types of identity sources:

• The Authentication Manager internal database. This database contains all 
application and policy data, and your company may also choose to store user and 
user group data in it.

• One or more external LDAP directories such as Sun Java System Directory Server 
or Microsoft Active Directory. By default, Authentication Manager access to 
external LDAP identity sources is read-only. However, external LDAP identity 
sources can be configured for read/write access. If Authentication Manager has 
read/write access to an LDAP identity source, you may be permitted to use the 
Security Console to write to the identity source by performing tasks such as 
adding users.

As a Help Desk Administrator, you need to access identity sources when you update 
user accounts. For example, you access an identity source when you:

• “Add a User.”

• “Edit a User.”

• “Delete a User.”

• “Change a User’s Password.”

• “Enable a User Account.”

• “Disable a User Account.”
12 1: RSA Authentication Manager Overview
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Credential Manager

RSA Credential Manager is a web-based workflow system that provides user 
self-service options and automates the token deployment process. Credential Manager 
has two components:

• Self-Service. Users can perform some token maintenance tasks and 
troubleshooting without involving administrators. This reduces the time that you 
need to spend servicing deployed tokens, such as when users forget their PINs, 
misplace their tokens, require emergency access, or require resynchronization.

• Provisioning. Users can perform many of the steps in the token deployment 
process, and the system automates the workflow. This reduces administrative 
overhead typically associated with deploying tokens, especially in a large-scale 
token deployment.

Users perform self-service and provisioning tasks through the RSA Self-Service 
Console.

Certain tasks related to Credential Manager still require administrative assistance. As 
a Help Desk Administrator, you may be asked to perform the following tasks: 

• “Clear Cached Windows Password.”

• “Security Questions.”

Reporting

You can use RSA Authentication Manager to run customized reports describing 
objects, such as users and tokens. Reports can also provide detailed information on 
system events.

Reports can also show administrator activities. You can view activities for all 
administrators, or you can display detailed information on one administrator. Many 
reporting options are available.

In addition, you can perform the following reporting tasks:

• View and download completed reports, view reports that are currently running or 
reports that are waiting in the report queue.

• Transfer reports to other security domains. When running a report, change the 
report ownership so that the administrative scope is narrowed or broadened.
1: RSA Authentication Manager Overview 13
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How Authentication Manager Protects Resources

Records of users, agents, tokens, and user’s PINs reside in Authentication Manager or 
in LDAP directories. During authentication, Authentication Manager compares these 
records to the information a user enters when logging on. If the records and tokencode 
or passcode match, the user is granted access.

The following figure shows how Authentication Manager is engineered to respond to 
a user’s logon request through a VPN server.

During an authentication, Authentication Manager and the agent software work in the 
following way:

1. A user logs on to access a protected resource.

2. The agent prompts the user to enter a User ID and an RSA SecurID passcode or 
tokencode.

3. The user reads the tokencode from the token and then enters his or her PIN plus 
the tokencode to create the passcode. (In systems where a PIN is not required, the 
user enters the tokencode only.)
The entered data is encrypted and the agent sends the data to Authentication 
Manager.

4. Authentication Manager receives the User ID and passcode or tokencode and 
looks for the user record in an identity source.

5. Authentication Manager calculates the correct value of the passcode by accessing 
the token record of the token assigned to the user. Using data contained in the 
token record, it generates the passcode and time to compare with that supplied by 
the user.

6. Authentication Manager evaluates the policies defined by the administrator.

7. If the passcode is correct and the policies allow access, Authentication Manager 
approves the authentication request. The user is allowed access to the protected 
device.

User
(with RSA SecurID 

token and VPN client)

VPN Server
(with RSA 

Authentication Agent)

"May I Enter?"

"Enter" "Yes"

"Is This User A?"

RSA Authentication 
Manager
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Administrative Roles

An administrative role is a collection of permissions that can be assigned to an 
administrator. A role determines what level of control the administrator has over users, 
user groups, and so on.

Administrative roles have two components:

• A collection of permissions based on the function of the role. Permissions 
assigned to the administrative role determine what actions an administrator 
assigned the role can take on objects such as users, user groups, security domains, 
realms, and various policies.

• The scope (security domains and identity sources) in which the permissions can 
be applied. The scope of an administrative role determines in which security 
domains an administrator may manage objects and from which identity sources an 
administrator may manage users.

RSA Authentication Manager comes with a set of predefined administrative roles. The 
Super Admin assigns roles. 
1: RSA Authentication Manager Overview 15
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2 The RSA Security Console

• Log On to the RSA Security Console

• Access Online Help

Log On to the RSA Security Console

RSA Authentication Manager has an administrative user interface called the RSA 
Security Console. You use the Security Console for most day-to-day administrative 
activities. For example, you use the Security Console to:

• Add and manage users and user groups.

• Assign and manage RSA SecurID tokens.

• Manage PINs.

Instead, use the Security Console navigation menus and buttons to navigate. Do not 
use your Internet browser’s Back button to return to previously visited Security 
Console pages. 

To log on to the RSA Security Console:

1. Go to the following URL:
https://fully qualified domain name:7004/console-ims

2. When prompted, enter the credentials provided by your Super Admin.
If the Security Console is protected with RSA SecurID, the SecurID PIN is case 
sensitive.
2: The RSA Security Console 17
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Access Online Help

The RSA Security Console provides several ways to access online Help:

• Help On This Page

• Link to the Help Table of Contents

• iHelp

Use Help On This Page

Each page of the RSA Security Console offers a list of Help topics relevant to that 
page on the Security Console.

To access Help on This Page, move your cursor over the Help on This Page link on the 
right side of the page.
18 2: The RSA Security Console
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Use the Help Table of Contents

The Help table of contents for the Security Console organizes help topics by 
Authentication Manager features and concepts. The Help table of contents displays on 
the left side of the Security Console window.

To access the table of contents, click on a Help on This Page link, or click Help > All 
Help Topics.
2: The RSA Security Console 19
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Use iHelp

The iHelp refers to the  icon that is located beside Security Console fields and 
options. When you place your cursor over the icon, you can see the text that describes 
the field. Use the iHelp when you need assistance as you complete tasks in the 
Security Console. The iHelp allows you to quickly access information about a field 
without using the Help system.

To access the iHelp, move your cursor over the iHelp icon that is located on the left of 
the field.
20 2: The RSA Security Console
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3 Managing Users

• User Management

• Add a User

• Delete a User

• Edit a User

• View a User

• Change a User’s Password

• Enable a User Account

• Disable a User Account

• Lockout Policies and Locked Out Users

• Assign a User Alias

• Test a User’s Ability to Authenticate

User Management

You can use the Security Console to manage users. As a Help Desk Administrator, you 
may have permission to perform the following actions:

• Add, edit, view, or delete a user.

• Manually enable and disable user accounts.

• Assign an administrative role to a user.

• Change a user’s password.

• Add a user to a user group. For more information, see Chapter 7, “Managing User 
Groups.”

• Assign hardware and software tokens to a user. For more information, see 
Chapter 4, “Managing RSA SecurID Tokens.”

You can add, edit, or delete user information from an external identity source only if 
Authentication Manager has read/write access, and if your permissions allow.
3: Managing Users 21
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Add a User

You can add a user to the internal database or an external identity such as Active 
Directory. You can add a user to an Active Directory identity source if write access is 
enabled, but the user is not added as a Windows Domain user. 

Your administrative permissions determine whether you can specify attributes for a 
user. You can only enter values for attributes that your role permits you to edit, even if 
the attribute is required. If you do not have permission to edit a required attribute, you 
cannot add the user.

To add a user:

1. Click Identity > Users > Add New.

2. From the Identity Source drop-down list, select the identity source where you 
want to add the user.

3. From the Security Domain drop-down list, select the security domain to which 
you want to assign the user. The user is managed by administrators whose 
administrative scope includes the security domain that you select.

4. (Optional) In the First Name field, enter the first name of the user. The first name 
must not exceed 255 characters.
When multiple users in an Active Directory identity source have the same last 
name, make sure each first name is unique.

5. (Optional) In the Middle Name field, enter the middle name of the user. The 
middle name must not exceed 255 characters.

6. In the Last Name field, enter the last name of the user. The last name must not 
exceed 255 characters.
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7. In the User ID field, enter the User ID for the user. The User ID must be unique 
within the identity source where you want to save the user, and not exceed 255 
characters. Do not use multibyte characters.
Do not assign the same User ID to multiple administrators in multiple realms. The 
system will prevent them from authenticating. 

8. (Optional) In the E-mail field, enter the e-mail address of the user. The e-mail 
address must not exceed 255 characters.

9. (Optional) In the Certificate DN field, enter the certificate DN of the user. The 
certificate DN must match the subject line of the certificate issued to the user for 
authentication. The certificate DN must not exceed 255 characters.

10. Do one of the following:

• If the system is configured to make the user password optional and you want 
to assign a password, select Enable password before you go on to the next 
step.

• If the system is configured to make the user password optional and you do not 
want to assign a password, go to step 14.

An optional user password only applies to users stored in the internal database. 

11. In the Password field, enter a password for the user. Password requirements are 
determined by the password policy assigned to the user's security domain. This is 
the user's identity source password, which may be different from alternate 
passwords provided by applications.

12. In the Confirm Password field, enter the user's password from step 11. The 
password that you enter in the Confirm Password field must match the password 
that you entered in the Password field.

13. Select Force Password Change if you want to force the user to change his or her 
password the next time the user logs on. You might select this checkbox, for 
example, if you assign a standard password to all new users, which you want them 
to change when they start using the system.

14. From the Account Starts drop-down lists, select the date and time that you want 
the user's account to become active. The time zone is determined by local system 
time.

15. From the Account Expires drop-down lists, select the date and time that you want 
the user's account to expire. The time zone is determined by local system time.
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16. Select Account Status if you want to disable the new account. By default, the 
account is enabled. 
If you want the user to be able to authenticate to a directory server, the user must 
be enabled in both the directory server and in the RSA Security Console. Only 
users who are enabled in the directory server can authenticate to the directory 
server.

17. Use the remaining fields to specify user attributes. The fields displayed are 
defined in the identity attribute definitions.

18. Click Save.

If you manage users in both LDAP and the Security Console, the user results list will 
not be immediately reflected in the Security Console because of caching. If you 
change GroupMembershipCache to zero, the results list refreshes correctly. 

Delete a User

When you delete a user, the user is removed from the identity source and can no 
longer be managed. Use this procedure to delete a user.

To delete a user:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the user that you want to delete.

3. Select the user that you want to delete.

4. From the Context menu, click Delete.

5. Click OK.
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Edit a User

Editing a user allows you to enable and disable a user, and make changes to user 
information, such as the security domain that manages the user, the User ID, security 
questions, account status, account start date, account expiration date, and the user's 
password.

You can also use the Display Attributes checkbox to control whether attributes 
without values are displayed.

Your administrative permissions determine whether you can specify attributes for a 
user. You can only enter values for attributes that your role permits you to edit, even if 
the attribute is required. You cannot edit a user's identity source. 

If you have not saved your edits, you can click Reset to reset the user back to what it 
was before you began editing.

To edit a user:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to search for the user that you want to edit.

3. Click the user that you want to edit.

4. From the Context menu, click Edit.

5. Make the necessary changes to the user.

6. Click Save.
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View a User

You can view user information, such as the security domain that manages the user, the 
User ID, security questions, account status, account start date, account expiration date, 
and the user's password.

To view a user:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to search for the user that you want to view.

3. Click the user you want to view.

4. From the Context menu, click View.
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Change a User’s Password

You can specify a new password for a user. You might perform this task if the security 
of the old password has been compromised. As an alternative, you can force the user 
to change the password the next time he or she logs on. In either case, the new 
password must meet the requirements defined by the password policy for the user's 
security domain. 

To change a user’s password:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the user that you want to edit.

3. Select the user that you want to edit.

4. From the Context menu, click Edit.

5. Enter the new password in the Password field.

6. Enter the new password again in the Confirm Password field.

7. Click Save.
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Enable a User Account

When you enable a user, the user can authenticate and access protected resources to 
which they have privileges. Authentication Manager verifies the enabled state of a 
user account at each authentication. 

If you want the user to be able to authenticate to a directory server, the user must be 
enabled in both the directory server and in the RSA Security Console. Only users who 
are enabled in the directory server can authenticate to the directory server.

This procedure describes how to enable a user whose account was disabled by an 
administrator. To enable accounts for users who violated the lockout policy, see 
“Lockout Policies and Locked Out Users” on page 30.

To enable a user that has been disabled by an administrator:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to search for the user that you want to enable.

3. Select the user that you want to enable.

4. From the Context menu, click Edit.

5. Under Account Information, clear Account is disabled.

6. Click Save.
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Disable a User Account

When you disable a user, you remove the user's ability to authenticate and to access 
protected resources. You may choose to disable a user account if you know that the 
user does not need to authenticate for an extended period of time, such as during a 
short-term or long-term leave. Disabling a user does not remove the user from the 
identity source where he or she resides, but rather suspends the user’s privileges.

Authentication Manager verifies the enabled state of a user account at each 
authentication. When a user account is disabled, any tokens belonging to the user 
remain enabled. Disabling a user account does not disable the user’s assigned tokens. 
For more information, see “Enable a Token” on page 36, and “Disable a Token” on 
page 37.

To disable a user:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the user that you want to disable.

3. Select the user that you want to disable.

4. From the Context menu, click Edit.

5. Under Account Information, select Account is disabled.

6. Click Save.
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Lockout Policies and Locked Out Users

Each user is governed by the lockout policy that the Super Admin assigns to a security 
domain. The lockout policy specifies the number of failed authentication attempts 
allowed before the system locks a user’s account. A locked out user is a user who has 
violated the lockout policy by exceeding the number of failed authentication attempts. 
When a user is locked out of the system, the user’s account is locked, not the user’s 
assigned token.

Lockout policies protect your company’s resources from unauthorized individuals 
who attempt to authenticate by posing as authorized users and guessing passcodes 
until they find the correct one. It is not uncommon, however, for authorized users to be 
locked out of the system for exceeding the number of failed authentication attempts. 
This usually happens when the user incorrectly enters the PIN or tokencode.

When users violate the lockout policy, their accounts are locked and they can no 
longer authenticate. As a Help Desk Administrator, you may have permission to 
manually unlock the users so that they can authenticate.

Lockout policies can be created so that user accounts are automatically unlocked after 
a specified period of time. These accounts can also be unlocked manually.

Assist a Locked Out User

If users have violated a lockout policy, they may be unable to access the system. 
Perform the following procedure to enable a user who has been locked out of the 
system.

To enable a user that has violated a lockout policy:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to search for the user that you want to enable.

3. Select the user that you want to enable.

4. From the Context menu, click Edit.

5. Under Account Information, clear Account is locked by lockout policy.

6. Click Save.
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Assign a User Alias

A logon alias allows users to authenticate with their RSA SecurID tokens using User 
IDs other than their own. For example, suppose you assign the alias “root” to an 
administrator. The administrator is allowed to log on using the User ID “root” and 
their own token.

For example, users may be able to use an account name based on their first initial and 
last name as well as an administrative account with a specific name, such as “root.” If 
a logon alias has been set up, Authentication Manager verifies the authentication using 
the user’s passcode, regardless of the account name the user used to log on to the 
operating system. For backward compatibility, the system maintains a shell value.

Before you assign a user alias, your Super Admin should have done the following:

• Included a restricted agent in your deployment.

• Added the user to a user group that has access to the restricted agent.

To assign a user an alias:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the user with which you want to work.

3. Click the appropriate user, and select Authentication Settings.

4. Select whether you want to allow users to use their own User IDs and the alias.

5. Select the user group to which you want to assign the alias.

6. In the User ID field, enter the User ID that you want to assign to the alias.

7. In the Shell field, enter the shell that you want assigned to the alias.

8. From the Profile drop-down menu, select the profile that you want to assign to the 
user.

9. If you are using RADIUS, from the RADIUS Profile drop-down menu, select the 
RADIUS profile to assign to the alias.

10. Click Add.

11. Click Save.
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Test a User’s Ability to Authenticate

Use the Test Access feature to check if a user has access to a specific authentication 
agent. The test results indicate whether the user was granted access, and also inform 
you how the user is allowed to authenticate based on the offline authentication policy 
assigned to the user's security domain.

For example, the test results indicate whether the user is allowed to download offline 
authentication data, and whether the user's Windows password can be integrated with 
RSA Authentication Manager.

To test access:

1. Click Access > Test Access.

2. In the Authentication Agent field, enter the hostname or IP address of the 
authentication agent to which you want to test access.

3. In the User ID field, enter the default User ID or logon alias of the user for which 
you want to test access.

4. Click Test.
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4 Managing RSA SecurID Tokens

• Tokens

• Import a Token

• Enable a Token

• Disable a Token

• Assign a Hardware Token to a User

• Assign Hardware Tokens to Multiple Users

• Assign a Software Token to a User

• Assign Software Tokens to Multiple Users

• Distribute a Hardware Token

• Distribute a Software Token

• Distribute a Single Software Token by Token File

• Distribute Multiple Software Tokens by Token File

• Software Token Distribution Using Remote Token Key Generation (CT-KIP)

• Replace a Token

• Resynchronize a Token

• Delete a Token

• Edit a Token

• View a Token

• Enable On-Demand Authentication for a User

• Enable On-Demand Authentication for Multiple Users

• Unassign a Token from a User

• Online Emergency Access

• Offline Emergency Access

• Assign a Fixed Passcode

• Clear an Incorrect Passcode
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Tokens

You deploy tokens to users to allow them to authenticate using Authentication 
Manager.

A token is a device used to deliver a tokencode to the user. A tokencode is a 
pseudorandom number, usually six digits in length. A tokencode, combined with the 
user’s PIN, is one way in which a user can authenticate through Authentication 
Manager. 

There are two kinds of SecurID tokens, hardware tokens and software tokens:

• Hardware tokens are usually key fobs or USB keys that display the tokencode. 

• Software tokens and their accompanying application can be a desktop token, a 
browser toolbar, or they can be installed on mobile devices, such as BlackBerries. 
Once installed in a device, the application can be used to display the tokencode.

Before you can assign tokens to users, do the following:

• Import the token records from the XML file to the internal database.

• Make sure a user record exists in Authentication Manager for each user to whom 
you want to assign a token.

Import a Token

Before you can assign RSA SecurID tokens to a user, you must add the token to your 
RSA Authentication Manager deployment. You do this by using the RSA Security 
Console to import token files.

To import an RSA SecurID token:

1. Click Authentication > SecurID Tokens > Import Tokens Job > Add New. 

2. Enter a name for the import job. The job is saved with this name so that you can 
go back and review the details of the job later. The name must be from 1 to 128 
characters. The characters & % > < are not allowed. 

3. From the Security Domain drop-down menu, select the security domain into 
which you want to import the tokens. The tokens are managed by administrators 
whose scope includes the security domain you select. 
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4. Browse to select the token files that you want to import. 

5. Use the Import Options buttons to specify how you want to handle duplicate 
tokens.
If you choose to ignore duplicate tokens, all tokens except for duplicates are 
imported.
If you choose to overwrite all duplicate tokens, duplicate tokens are overwritten 
during the import process, except in the following situations: 

• Tokens assigned to administrators are ignored and not overwritten. 

• Tokens previously imported to another realm in the deployment are ignored 
and not overwritten. 

• Tokens that the current administrator does not have permission to view, for 
example, if they are outside his or her administrative scope, are ignored and 
not overwritten. 

• Tokens that have been replaced or that have replaced another token are 
ignored and not overwritten. 
Assigned tokens are unassigned and overwritten, except for tokens assigned 
to administrators.

6. Click Submit Job. 
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Enable a Token

A token must be enabled for a user to use an assigned token. Tokens are automatically 
enabled when first assigned to a user.

Hardware tokens should only be enabled after they are in the possession of the 
assigned user and the user is ready to log on for the first time using this token. For 
more information, see “Distribute a Hardware Token” on page 45.

To enable an RSA SecurID token:

1. Click Authentication > SecurID Tokens > Manage Existing.

2. Click the Assigned or Unassigned tab to view the list of tokens that you want to 
enable.

3. From the Action menu, click Enable.

4. Select the checkbox next to the tokens that you want to enable.

5. Click Go.
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Disable a Token

When you disable a token, the assigned user can no longer use the token to 
authenticate. You might choose to disable a token if a token is lost, a hardware token is 
mailed or delivered to a user, or a user is out for an extended period of time.

To disable an RSA SecurID token:

1. Click Authentication > SecurID Tokens > Manage Existing.

2. Click the Assigned or Unassigned tab to view the list of tokens that you want to 
disable.

3. Select the checkbox next to the tokens that you want to disable.

4. From the Action menu, click Disable.

5. Click Go.
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Assign a Hardware Token to a User

Before a user can use a hardware token to authenticate, you must assign the token to 
the user. Tokens are automatically enabled when first assigned to a user.

Before You Begin

“Import a Token.”

To assign a hardware token to a user:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the user to whom you want to assign tokens.

3. From the search results, click the user to whom you want to assign tokens.

4. Do one of the following:

• To assign specific tokens to a user:

– From the Context menu, click Assign More.

– From the list of available RSA SecurID tokens, select the checkbox next 
to the tokens that you want to assign.

– Click Assign.
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• To assign the next available token to a user: 

– From the Context menu, click Assign Next Available SecurID Token.

When you search for tokens by serial number using “starts with”, be sure to enter 
any leading zeros, for example, 000123456789. Otherwise, your search will not 
return any results.

Next Steps

Distribute the token to the user. For more information, see “Distribute a Hardware 
Token” on page 45.
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Assign Hardware Tokens to Multiple Users

Before a user can use a hardware token to authenticate, you must assign the token to 
the user. Tokens are automatically enabled when first assigned to a user.

Perform the following procedure if you want to assign hardware tokens to multiple 
users.

Before You Begin

“Import a Token.”

To assign RSA SecurID hardware tokens to multiple users:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the users to whom you want to assign tokens.

3. From the search results, select the checkboxes next to the users to whom you want 
to assign tokens.

4. From the Action menu, click Assign SecurID Tokens.

5. Click Go.

6. From the list of available RSA SecurID tokens, select the checkbox next to the 
hardware tokens that you want to assign.

7. Click Assign.

Next Steps

Distribute tokens to users. For more information, see “Distribute a Hardware Token” 
on page 45.
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Assign a Software Token to a User

Before a user can use a software token to authenticate, you must first assign the token 
to the user. Tokens are automatically enabled when first assigned to a user.

Before You Begin

“Import a Token.”

To assign a software token to a user:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the user to whom you want to assign tokens.

3. From the search results, click the user to whom you want to assign tokens.

4. Do one of the following:

• To assign specific tokens to a user:

– From the Context menu, click Assign More.

– From the list of available RSA SecurID tokens, select the checkbox next 
to the tokens that you want to assign.

– Click Assign.
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• To assign the next available token to a user: 

– From the Context menu, click Assign Next Available SecurID Token.

When you search for tokens by serial number using “starts with”, be sure to enter 
any leading zeros, for example, 000123456789. Otherwise, your search will not 
return any results.

Next Steps

Use one of the following methods to deliver the token to the user:

• Save a software token to a file and electronically deliver it to the user's device. See 
“Distribute a Single Software Token by Token File” on page 47.

• Use remote token key generation to deploy a software token on a user's device. 
See “Software Token Distribution Using Remote Token Key Generation 
(CT-KIP)” on page 50.
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Assign Software Tokens to Multiple Users

Before users can use software tokens to authenticate, you must assign the tokens to the 
users. Tokens are automatically enabled when first assigned to a user.

Perform the following procedure if you want to assign software tokens to multiple 
users.

Before You Begin

“Import a Token.”

To assign RSA SecurID software tokens:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the users to whom you want to assign tokens. 

3. From the search results, select the checkboxes next to the users to whom you want 
to assign tokens.

4. From the Action menu, click Assign SecurID Tokens.

5. Click Go.
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6. From the list of available RSA SecurID tokens on the Assign to Users page, select 
the checkbox next to the software tokens that you want to assign to the user. 
Remember which tokens you assign so you can deliver them later.

7. Click Assign.

Next Steps

Use one of the following methods to deliver tokens to users:

• Save software tokens to one or more files, and electronically deliver them to each 
user’s device. See “Distribute Multiple Software Tokens by Token File” on page 
48.

• Use remote token key generation to deploy software tokens on each user’s device. 
See “Software Token Distribution Using Remote Token Key Generation 
(CT-KIP)” on page 50.
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Distribute a Hardware Token

To help ensure that token distribution is secure, follow these guidelines:

• Distribute tokens that are assigned but disabled.

• Enable a token only after you are satisfied that it is in the possession of the 
assigned user and that the user is ready to log on for the first time using this token.

• If you must distribute enabled tokens to assigned users, do so through secure 
channels (such as having them delivered in person by trusted staff members).

You may need to use a combination of these delivery methods, depending on your 
organization’s size and number of locations.

Before You Begin

• “Import a Token.”

• “Assign a Hardware Token to a User.”

To distribute hardware tokens, choose one of the following:

• Make the tokens available at a central location.
This is the most secure method, although it may not be feasible for all users. The 
advantage of this distribution method is the assurance that the hardware tokens are 
delivered to the right users and that they work when users receive them. To 
accommodate this delivery method, plan to have trained administrative personnel 
at each office site where tokens are distributed.

• Send tokens to users in the mail.
Mailing hardware tokens through interoffice mail, post, or overnight express, for 
example, may be more feasible for your organization. However, this usually 
involves more preparation to ensure success and is less secure than using a central 
location distribution method. You will need to develop a process for generating 
mailing labels, mailing the hardware tokens, and verifying that users receive their 
tokens. To help ensure a secure distribution, RSA strongly recommends that you 
set tokens to disabled before you mail them. Send any information about enabling 
tokens separately from the actual tokens or make it accessible only from a secure 
location.
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Distribute a Software Token

An RSA SecurID software token is a software-based security token that resides on a 
computer, or other device, such as a BlackBerry, Palm Pilot, Pocket PC, or cell phone. 
Once installed, the SecurID software generates tokencodes, which are displayed on 
the screen of the device. 

Distributing a software token is a different process than distributing a hardware token. 
Because a software token is installed on a device and cannot be mailed, distribution is 
electronic, and involves generating a token file and delivering the token file to the 
user.

Before You Begin

• “Import a Token.”

• “Assign a Software Token to a User.”

• Make sure the user has the appropriate RSA SecurID Software Token application 
for his or her device. The token application is installed on the device and displays 
the tokencodes on the device screen. To get a token application, go to 
http://www.rsa.com/node.aspx?id=1313. Installation instructions are in the 
token application download kit.

To distribute a software token: 

1. Choose a method to distribute the software token.

• Token file: Software token files (.sdtid files) are generated using the RSA 
Security Console, and must be distributed to users and installed on desktops 
and handheld devices. Save the software token file, and deliver it through 
secure e-mail or other electronic medium. See “Distribute a Single Software 
Token by Token File” on page 47 or “Distribute Multiple Software Tokens by 
Token File” on page 48. 

• CT-KIP (Remote Token Key Generation): Uses the Cryptographic Token-Key 
Initialization Protocol (CT-KIP). This option can only be used with 
CT-KIP-capable SecurID software tokens. A CT-KIP-capable SecurID 
software token is a 128-bit token. See “Software Token Distribution Using 
Remote Token Key Generation (CT-KIP)” on page 50.

2. Deliver the token file to the user through secure e-mail or other secure means. If 
you use CT-KIP, provide the appropriate URL.

3. Instruct the user to install the software token on his or her device.
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Distribute a Single Software Token by Token File

When you distribute software tokens by token file, you can e-mail the token file to the 
user who can then download the file to install the token. 

The Regenerate Token checkbox is enabled by default. This option ensures that new 
tokencodes are generated for the software token. For example, you may use this option 
to issue a token that was previously assigned to another user.

Use this procedure to download and distribute a single software token file to a single 
user.

Before You Begin

• “Import a Token.”

• “Assign a Software Token to a User.”

• Make sure the user has the appropriate RSA SecurID Software Token application 
for his or her device. The token application is installed on the device and displays 
the tokencodes on the device screen. To get a token application, go to 
http://www.rsa.com/node.aspx?id=1313. Installation instructions are in the 
token application download kit.

To distribute a single software token by token file:

1. Click Authentication > SecurID Tokens > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the token that you want to distribute.
When you search for tokens by serial number using “starts with”, be sure to enter 
any leading zeros, for example, 000123456789. Otherwise, your search will not 
return any results.

3. From the search results, click the token that you want to distribute.

4. From the Context menu, click Edit.

5. Click Save & Distribute Token.

6. Click Issue Token File.

7. If necessary, edit the Software Token Settings.

8. If you want to copy-protect the issued tokens, select Copy Protection.
When you enable copy protection, the software token cannot be copied or moved 
from the directory in which it is installed on a user's computer, PDA, or other 
device. By default, this option is selected. RSA strongly recommends that you 
enable copy-protection.
Copy protection “fingerprints” the user's device and associates information about 
the device with the software token, so software tokens must be reissued if a user's 
computer hardware or device is repaired or upgraded.

9. You can password-protect token files before you distribute them to users. Use the 
Password Protect buttons to select Password, User ID, or Combination - User 
ID followed by Password. If you select Password or Combination, choose a 
password, and enter it in the Password and Confirm Password fields. Each of 
these choices can be up to 24 characters long.
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10. Click Next.

11. Click Download Now.

12. Download the software token file and securely deliver it to the user.

Next Steps

Instruct the user to install the software token on his or her device.

Distribute Multiple Software Tokens by Token File

When you distribute software tokens by token file, you e-mail the token file to a user, 
who then downloads the file to install the token. 

The Regenerate Token checkbox is enabled by default. This option ensures that new 
tokencodes are generated for the software tokens. For example, you may use this 
option to issue tokens that were previously assigned to other users.

Use this procedure to download and distribute multiple software tokens to users.

Before You Begin

• “Import a Token.”

• “Assign a Software Token to a User.”

• Make sure the user has the appropriate RSA SecurID Software Token application 
for his or her device. The token application is installed on the device and displays 
the tokencodes on the device screen. To get a token application, go to 
http://www.rsa.com/node.aspx?id=1313. Installation instructions are in the 
token application download kit.

To distribute multiple software tokens by token file:

1. Click Authentication > SecurID Tokens > Distribute Software Tokens Job > 
Add New > Distribute Token Files.

2. In the Job Name field, enter a name for the job. The job is saved with this name 
so that you can go back and review the details of the job later. The name must be a 
unique name from 1 to 128 characters. The characters & % > < are not allowed.

3. In the Software Token Device Type field, select the type of device on which the 
selected software tokens will be installed.

4. Complete the device-specific fields that display for the device type you selected.

5. If necessary, edit the Software Token Settings.

6. Click Next.

7. Enter the token selection criteria necessary to find the tokens that you want to 
distribute. For example, enter the first digits of the serial number or an expiration 
date.
When you search for tokens by serial number using “starts with”, be sure to enter 
any leading zeros, for example, 000123456789. Otherwise, your search will not 
return any results.
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8. Click Next.

9. Use the Output buttons to indicate whether you want to issue each token in an 
individual .sdtid file, or if you want all tokens issued in a single .sdtid file. Note 
the following:

• If all of the software tokens are going to the same user, it is practical to issue 
the tokens in a single .sdtid file.

• If each software token is going to a different user, issue each token in a 
separate .sdtid file.

10. Click Next.

11. If you want to copy-protect the issued tokens, select Copy Protection.
When you enable copy protection, the software token cannot be copied or moved 
from the directory in which it is installed on a user's computer, PDA, or other 
device. By default, this option is selected. RSA strongly recommends that you 
enable copy-protection.
Because copy protection associates information about the device with the 
software token, software tokens must be reissued if a user's computer hardware or 
device is repaired or upgraded.

12. You can password-protect token files before you distribute them to users. Use the 
Password Protect buttons to select Password, User ID, or Combination - User 
ID followed by Password. If you select Password or Combination, choose a 
password, and enter it in the Password and Confirm Password fields. Each of 
these choices can be up to 24 characters long.
If you selected to issue all the software tokens in a single file, you must enter a 
password.

13. Click Next.

14. Click Submit Job.

15. Click the Completed tab to view completed jobs.

16. Click the job that you just ran.

17. From the Context menu, click Download Output File.

18. After you save the file that contains the issued software tokens, distribute it to the 
assigned users. 

Next Steps

Instruct users to install the software tokens onto their devices.
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Software Token Distribution Using Remote Token Key Generation 
(CT-KIP)

When you assign a software token to a user, you can choose to use remote token key 
generation to distribute the token to the user. This option uses the Cryptographic 
Token-Key Initialization Protocol (CT-KIP) and can only be used with 
CT-KIP-capable SecurID software tokens.

Remote token key generation is designed to enable RSA Authentication Manager and 
the device that hosts the software token, such as a web browser, to simultaneously and 
securely generate the same token seed on a device and Authentication Manager.

This allows you to put a token seed on a user’s device without actually sending the 
token seed through e-mail or putting it on electronic media, such as a portable USB 
drive or a CD-ROM. This greatly decreases the chances that the token seed will be 
intercepted by an unauthorized person.

Distribute a Software Token Using CT-KIP

Use this procedure to use remote token key generation to distribute a single software 
token to a single user. To distribute tokens to multiple users, see “Distribute Multiple 
Software Tokens Using CT-KIP” on page 52.

Before You Begin

• “Import a Token.”

• Assign a CT-KIP-capable token to the user. A CT-KIP-capable SecurID software 
token is a 128-bit token. For instructions, see “Assign a Software Token to a User” 
on page 41.

• Make sure the user has the appropriate RSA SecurID Software Token application 
for his or her device. The token application is installed on the device and displays 
the tokencodes on the device screen. To get a token application, go to 
http://www.rsa.com/node.aspx?id=1313. Installation instructions are in the 
token application download kit.
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To distribute a software token using remote token key generation:

1. Click Authentication > SecurID Tokens > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the token that you want to distribute.

3. From the search results, click the token that you want to distribute.

4. From the Context menu, click Edit.

5. Click Save & Distribute Token.

6. Click Generate CT-KIP Credentials for Web Download.
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7. From the CT-KIP Activation Code drop-down menu, select either 
System-Generated Code, or a device specific detail, such as the device serial 
number, to use as an activation code.

8. Click Next.

9. Distribute the CT-KIP credentials to the user assigned to the token.

10. Click Done.

Distribute Multiple Software Tokens Using CT-KIP

Use this procedure to use remote token key generation to distribute multiple software 
tokens. To distribute a single token to a single user, see “Distribute a Software Token 
Using CT-KIP” on page 50.

Before You Begin

• “Import a Token.”

• Assign CT-KIP-capable token to users. A CT-KIP-capable SecurID software 
token is a 128-bit token. For instructions, see “Assign Software Tokens to 
Multiple Users” on page 41.

• Make sure the user has the appropriate RSA SecurID Software Token application 
for his or her device. The token application is installed on the device and displays 
the tokencodes on the device screen. To get a token application, go to 
http://www.rsa.com/node.aspx?id=1313. Installation instructions are in the 
token application download kit. 

To distribute software tokens using remote token key generation:

1. Click Authentication > SecurID Tokens > Distribute Software Tokens Job > 
Add New > Generate Token CT-KIP Credentials. 

2. In the Job Name field, enter a name for the job, or accept the default name. The 
job is saved with this name so that you can go back and review the details of the 
job later. The name must be a unique name from 1 to 128 characters. The 
characters & % > < are not allowed. 

3. In the Software Token Device Type field, select the type of device on which the 
selected software tokens will be installed. 

4. Complete the device-specific fields that display for the token type that you 
selected. 

5. If necessary, edit the Software Token Settings.

6. Click Next. 
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7. Enter the token selection criteria necessary to find the tokens that you want to 
distribute. For example, enter the first digits of the serial number or an expiration 
date. 

8. Click Next. 

9. Click Submit Job. 

10. Click the Completed tab to view completed jobs. 

11. Click the job with which you want to work. 

12. Download the output file, and distribute the URL to the user. 

13. Instruct the user to enter the URL into a browser on his or her device. This loads 
the token on the user's device. 
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Replace a Token

Occasionally, you must assign a new token to a user. For example, you must assign a 
new token to a user whose existing token has been permanently lost or destroyed. A 
user also needs a new token if his or her current token has expired. 

Replaced tokens are either unassigned, or deleted from the deployment, depending on 
your configuration.

To replace a token:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the user whose token you want to replace.

3. From the search results, click the user whose token you want to replace.

4. From the Context menu, click SecurID Tokens.

5. Click the token that you want to replace.

6. From the Context menu, select Replace with Next Available SecurID Token.

7. Deliver the replacement token to the user. The user may begin using the new token 
immediately.
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Resynchronize a Token

You can use the RSA Security Console to resynchronize event-based tokens and 
time-based tokens that are out-of-sync with RSA Authentication Manager. A token 
needs to be resynchronized when the following occurs:

• For time-based tokens, resynchronization is necessary when the token clock and 
the Authentication Manager system clock do not match. When the clocks do not 
match, the tokencodes are not the same. If the tokencodes are different, 
authentication attempts fail.

• For event-based tokens, resynchronization is necessary when the token’s 
tokencode count and the Authentication Manager tokencode count are not the 
same. When the tokencode counts are different, authentication attempts fail. 
Event-based tokens must be resynchronized if they have been re-imported.

Before You Begin

You can perform this procedure when you physically have the token or when the user 
is available to tell you the tokencodes by phone.

To resynchronize a token:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the user whose token needs to be resynchronized.

3. From the search results, click the user whose token needs to be resynchronized.

4. From the Context menu, click SecurID Tokens.

5. Click the token that you want to resynchronize.
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6. Click Resynchronize Token.

7. Enter the tokencode that displays on the user's token.
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8. If you are using a time-based token, wait for the tokencode to change, and then 
enter that tokencode. If you are using an event-based token, advance the token to 
the next tokencode, and then enter that tokencode.

9. Click OK.
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Delete a Token

When you delete a token, the token is removed from the internal database. The token 
can no longer be used or assigned. 

To delete an RSA SecurID token:

1. Click Authentication > SecurID Tokens > Manage Existing.

2. Click the Assigned or Unassigned tab, depending on whether the tokens you want 
to delete are assigned to a user or are unassigned.

3. Use the search fields to find the token you want to delete.
When you search for tokens by serial number using “starts with”, enter any 
leading zeros, for example, 000123456789. Otherwise, your search will not return 
any results.

4. Select the checkbox next to the token or tokens that you want to delete.

5. From the Action menu, click Delete.

6. Click Go.

7. Click OK.
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Edit a Token

When you edit a token, you can update information about the token, such as the 
security domain to which the token is assigned. You can also:

• Enable and disable the token.

• Clear the SecurID PIN.

• Require the user to change the SecurID PIN the next time he or she authenticates 
with the token.

• Edit whether the token requires the user to enter his or her SecurID PIN.

To edit a token:

1. Click Authentication > SecurID Tokens > Manage Existing.

2. Click the Assigned or Unassigned tabs, depending on whether the token you want 
to edit is assigned to a user.

3. Use the search fields to find the token that you want to edit. 
When you search for tokens by serial number using “starts with”, be sure to enter 
any leading zeros, for example, 000123456789. Otherwise, your search will not 
return any results.

4. From the search results, click the token that you want to edit.

5. From the Context menu, click Edit.

6. Make any necessary changes to the token record.

7. Click Save.
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View a Token

You can view all tokens that have been imported to security domains included in the 
scope of your administrative role. You can view both assigned and unassigned tokens.

To view a token:

1. Click Authentication > SecurID Tokens > Manage Existing.

2. Click the Assigned and Unassigned tabs to alternately view assigned and 
unassigned tokens.

3. Use the search fields to find the user to whom you want to view a token.
When you search for tokens by serial number using “starts with”, be sure to enter 
any leading zeros, for example, 000123456789. Otherwise, your search will not 
return any results.

4. From the search results, click the token that you want to view.

5. From the Context menu, select View.
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Enable On-Demand Authentication for a User

In addition to receiving tokencodes on hardware and software tokens, users can 
receive tokencodes on mobile phones or through personal e-mail. You can deliver 
tokencodes to a mobile phone using Short Message Service (SMS), or an e-mail 
address using Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). Tokencodes delivered using 
SMS or SMTP are called on-demand tokencodes.

Unlike hardware or software tokens, you do not assign an on-demand tokencode. 
Instead, you enable the on-demand tokencode service for users so they can request and 
receive on-demand tokencodes.

Use the following procedure to enable a single user for on-demand authentication.

Before You Begin

• Ensure the Super Admin has configured a tokencode delivery method.

• If you are sending an on-demand tokencode to a user’s e-mail address, make sure 
that the user does not need the on-demand tokencode to access the e-mail account.

To enable on-demand authentication for one user:

1. Click Authentication > On-Demand Tokencodes > Enable Users.

2. Use the search fields to find the user for whom you want to enable on-demand 
authentication. Some fields may be case sensitive.

3. Click the user that you want to enable for On-Demand Authentication, and click 
Enable for On-Demand Tokencodes.

4. Select Enable user to request and receive On-Demand Tokencodes.

5. Use the Send On-Demand Tokencodes to options to select a delivery method for 
on-demand tokencodes if applicable. Specify an e-mail address or phone number 
if necessary.

6. Use the Associated PIN options to specify how the user's initial PIN is created. 
Create an initial PIN if necessary.

7. Use the On-Demand Service Lifetime options to specify the length of time the 
user can request on-demand tokencodes. You can specify an exact date or specify 
no expiration date.

8. Click Save.
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Enable On-Demand Authentication for Multiple Users

In addition to receiving tokencodes on hardware and software tokens, users can 
receive tokencodes on mobile phones or through personal e-mail. You can deliver 
tokencodes to a mobile phone using Short Message Service (SMS), or an e-mail 
address using Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). Tokencodes delivered using 
SMS or SMTP are called on-demand tokencodes.

Unlike hardware or software tokens, you do not assign an on-demand tokencode. 
Instead, you enable the on-demand tokencode service for users so they can request and 
receive on-demand tokencodes.

Use the following procedure to enable multiple users for on-demand authentication.

Before You Begin

• Ensure the Super Admin has configured a tokencode delivery method.

• Make sure that each user has a value for the destination attribute (either a phone 
number or an e-mail address). 

• If you are sending an on-demand tokencode to each user’s e-mail address, make 
sure that users do not need the on-demand tokencode to access their e-mail 
account.

To enable on-demand authentication for multiple users:

1. Click Authentication > On-Demand Tokencodes > Enable Users.

2. Use the search fields to find the users for whom you want to enable on-demand 
tokencodes.

3. Select the checkboxes for the users for whom you want to enable on-demand 
tokencodes.

4. Click Enable Users for On-Demand Tokencodes.

5. Use the Send On-Demand Tokencodes to buttons to select a delivery method for 
on-demand tokencodes.

6. Use the Associated PIN buttons to specify how users' initial on-demand 
tokencode PINs are created.

7. Use the On-Demand Service Lifetime button to specify the length of time the 
users can request on-demand tokencodes. You can specify an exact date or specify 
no expiration date.

8. Click Save.

9. Click Download Generated PIN(s) if applicable.

10. Click Done.
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Unassign a Token from a User

When you unassign a token, the user can no longer use the token to authenticate and 
the token is disabled. If you reassign the token to another user, it is automatically 
re-enabled.

To unassign a token:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the user from whom you want to unassign a token.

3. From the search results, click the user from whom you want to unassign a token.

4. From the Context menu, click SecurID Tokens.

5. Click the token that you want to unassign.

6. Click Unassign Token.
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Online Emergency Access

Online emergency access provides emergency access for users with misplaced, lost, 
stolen, or damaged tokens. Temporary emergency access is available using an online 
emergency access tokencode. There are two types of online emergency access 
tokencodes: 

• Temporary fixed tokencode. A temporary tokencode used with the user’s PIN. 
You can configure the expiration date.

• One-time tokencode set. A set of tokencodes. Each tokencode can be used only 
once, and is used with the user’s PIN.

Even with a missing token, two-factor authentication is still possible with an online 
emergency access tokencode. This tokencode is an 8-character alphanumeric code 
generated by Authentication Manager. Similar to the tokencode, the online emergency 
access tokencode is combined with the user’s PIN to create a passcode.

The format of the online emergency access tokencode (temporary fixed tokencodes 
and one-time tokencode sets) is determined by the token policy of the security domain 
to which it belongs. 

If the user has an expired token, replace the token, and then provide temporary access. 
An online emergency access tokencode cannot be assigned to an expired token.

Assign a Temporary Fixed Tokencode

It might be necessary to give a user temporary access to resources protected by RSA 
SecurID. For example, you can give temporary access to a user whose existing token 
has been permanently lost or destroyed. With temporary access, a user can access 
protected resources while waiting for a replacement token.

You can provide temporary access by assigning a temporary fixed tokencode to the 
user. A temporary fixed tokencode takes the place of the tokencode generated by the 
user's token. Similar to the tokencode, the temporary fixed tokencode is entered with 
the user's PIN to create a passcode. By using a PIN with the temporary fixed 
tokencode, the user can still achieve two-factor authentication.

To assign a temporary fixed tokencode:

1. Click Authentication > SecurID Tokens > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the token with which you want to work.

3. From the search results, click the token with which you want to work.
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4. From the Context menu, click Manage Emergency Access Tokencodes.

5. On the Manage Emergency Access Tokencodes page, select the Online 
Emergency Access checkbox to enable authentication with an online emergency 
access tokencode.

6. Select Temporary Fixed Tokencode.

7. Click Generate New Code to generate an emergency access tokencode. The 
tokencode displays next to the Generate New Tokencode button.

8. Record the emergency access tokencode so that you can communicate it to the 
user.

9. Select one of the following options for the Emergency Access Tokencode 
Lifetime:

• No expiration.

• Set an expiration date for the tokencode.
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10. Use the If Token Becomes Available buttons to configure how Authentication 
Manager handles lost or unavailable tokens that become available: 

• Deny authentication with the recovered token.
If a token is permanently lost or stolen, deny authentication with the 
recovered token so that it cannot be used for authentication if recovered by an 
unauthorized individual. This is essential if the lost token does not require a 
PIN. 

• Allow authentication with the recovered token while simultaneously disabling 
the emergency access tokencode.

• Allow authentication with the recovered token only after the emergency 
access tokencode has expired.

11. Click Save.

Assign a One-Time Tokencode

It might be necessary to give a user temporary access to resources protected by RSA 
SecurID. For example, you can give temporary access to a user whose existing token 
has been permanently lost or destroyed. With temporary access, a user can access 
protected resources while waiting for a replacement token.

You can provide temporary access by assigning a set of one-time tokencodes to the 
user. A one-time tokencode takes the place of the tokencode generated by the user's 
token. Similar to the tokencode, the one-time tokencode is entered with the user’s PIN 
to create a passcode. By using a PIN with the one-time tokencode, the user can still 
achieve two-factor authentication.

Unlike a temporary fixed tokencode, a one-time tokencode can only be used once. 
Generating a set of tokencodes allows a user who has lost or damaged a token to 
authenticate multiple times without contacting an administrator each time.
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To assign a set of one-time tokencodes:

1. Click Authentication > SecurID Tokens > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the appropriate token.

3. From the search results, click the token with which you want to work.

4. From the Context menu, click Manage Emergency Access Tokencodes.

5. On the Manage Emergency Access Tokencodes page, select the Online 
Emergency Access checkbox to enable authentication with an online emergency 
access tokencode.

6. Select Set of One-Time Tokencodes.

7. Enter the number of tokencodes that you want to generate.
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8. Click Generate Codes. The set of tokencodes displays below the Generate Codes 
button.

9. Record the set of one-time tokencodes so you can communicate them to the user.

10. (Optional) Export the set of tokencodes to a .txt file that you can electronically 
deliver to the user. Be sure to use a secure means of delivery, such as encrypted 
e-mail.

11. Select one of the following options for the Emergency Access Tokencode 
Lifetime:

• No expiration.

• Set an expiration date for the tokencode.

12. Use the If Token Becomes Available buttons to configure how Authentication 
Manager handles lost or unavailable tokens that become available: 

• Deny authentication with the recovered token.
If a token is permanently lost or stolen, deny authentication with the 
recovered token so that it cannot be used for authentication if recovered by an 
unauthorized individual. This is essential if the lost token does not require a 
PIN. 

• Allow authentication with the recovered token while simultaneously disabling 
the emergency access tokencode.

• Allow authentication with the recovered token only after the emergency 
access tokencode has expired.

13. Click Save.
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Offline Emergency Access

Offline emergency access provides emergency access for RSA SecurID for Windows 
users who authenticate offline. These are users with lost or stolen tokens, or users who 
have forgotten their PIN. Temporary emergency access can be provided in one of two 
ways:

• Offline emergency access tokencode. Use this option if the user has a temporarily 
misplaced, lost, or stolen token. The offline emergency access tokencode is used 
with the user’s PIN and allows two-factor authentication.

• Offline emergency passcode. Use this option if the user has forgotten his or her 
PIN. The offline emergency passcode is used in place of the user’s PIN and 
tokencode.

Be aware of the following restrictions:

• Temporary emergency access for offline authentication cannot be provided for 
event-based tokens. Users cannot use event-based tokens for offline 
authentication. An event-based token is a hardware token that displays a 
tokencode only when initiated by the user.

• If the user has an expired token, replace the token, and then provide temporary 
access. An offline emergency access tokencode cannot be assigned to an expired 
token. 

Provide an Offline Emergency Access Passcode

Occasionally, RSA SecurID for Windows users need temporary emergency access 
while working offline. For example, users might need temporary access if they have 
forgotten their tokens and PINs. In this situation, you can grant temporary access by 
providing an offline emergency passcode to the user. This allows the user to 
authenticate offline without a token and PIN.

An offline emergency passcode replaces the passcode (PIN + tokencode) the user 
normally enters. This means the user does not need to have the token or know the PIN 
to authenticate offline.

Before You Begin

Confirm that the user belongs to a security domain that allows offline authentication 
and permits the user to download offline emergency access tokencodes.

To provide an offline emergency passcode to a user:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the user with which you want to work.

3. From the search results, click the user with which you want to work.

4. From the Context menu, click Manage Emergency Offline Access.
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5. On the Manage Emergency Access Passcodes page, note the Offline Emergency 
Passcode and its expiration date.

6. Select the Reset Emergency Passcode checkbox, if you want the user to 
download a new offline emergency passcode the next time he or she authenticates 
online. If selected, the new passcode downloads automatically.

7. Click Save.

Provide an Offline Emergency Access Tokencode Management

Occasionally, RSA SecurID for Windows users need temporary emergency access 
while working offline. For example, a user might need temporary access if his or her 
token has been temporarily or permanently lost or destroyed. In these situations, you 
can grant temporary access by providing the user with an offline emergency access 
tokencode. This allows the user to authenticate offline without a token.

An offline emergency access tokencode takes the place of the tokencode generated by 
the user's token. Similar to the tokencode, the offline emergency access tokencode is 
entered with the user's PIN to create a passcode. By using a PIN with the offline 
emergency access tokencode, the user can still achieve two-factor authentication. 

When providing a user with an offline emergency access tokencode, you can:

• Specify that a new offline emergency access tokencode is downloaded the next 
time the user authenticates online. 

• Specify that the offline emergency access tokencode can be used for online and 
offline authentication. 

Before You Begin

Confirm that the user belongs to a security domain that allows offline authentication 
and permits the user to download offline emergency access tokencodes.

To provide an offline emergency access tokencode to a user:

1. Click Authentication > SecurID Tokens > Manage Existing. 

2. Use the search fields to find the token with which you want to work. 

3. From the search results, click the token with which you want to work. 

4. From the Context menu, click Manage Emergency Access Tokencodes. 

5. On the Manage Emergency Access Tokencodes page, note the Offline Emergency 
Access Tokencode and its expiration date. 

6. Select the Reset Offline Emergency Access Tokencode checkbox, if you want 
the user to download a new offline emergency access tokencode the next time he 
or she authenticates online. If selected, the new tokencode downloads 
automatically. 

7. Select Use offline code for online access, if you want the offline emergency 
access tokencode used for online authentication. 

8. Click Save. 
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Assign a Fixed Passcode

You can assign a fixed passcode to users, which allows them to authenticate without 
an RSA SecurID PIN and tokencode. Instead, users enter their fixed passcode to gain 
access to the resources protected by Authentication Manager. RSA recommends that 
you do not use fixed passcodes because they eliminate the advantages of two-factor 
authentication.

If you assign a fixed passcode to a user and the user also has an assigned on-demand 
tokencode, the fixed passcode and the PIN of the on-demand tokencode must be 
unique. 

If the fixed passcode and the PIN are the same, the on-demand tokencode takes 
precedence and is used during authentication.

To assign a fixed passcode to a user:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the user with which you want to work.

3. From the search results, click the user with which you want to work.

4. From the Context menu, click Authentication Settings.

5. Select the Fixed Passcode checkbox.

6. Enter and confirm the fixed passcode.

7. Click Save.
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Clear an Incorrect Passcode

RSA Authentication Manager counts each time a user enters an incorrect passcode, 
clearing this count automatically with each correct passcode. If a user enters more 
incorrect passcodes than allowed by the SecurID token policy and then enters a correct 
passcode, Authentication Manager prompts the user for his or her next tokencode. If 
the user successfully enters this tokencode, he or she is granted access. If the user 
enters the wrong tokencode, he or she is denied access. If the user continues to enter 
incorrect passcodes and exceeds the number of failed logon attempts allowed by the 
lockout policy, the user is locked out of the system. To unlock a user who is locked 
out, see “Assist a Locked Out User” on page 30.

When you select the Clear Incorrect Passcodes checkbox, the count of incorrect 
passcodes is reset, and the user is not prompted for the next tokencode.

To clear incorrect passcodes:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the user with which you want to work.

3. From the search results, click the user with which you want to work.

4. From the Context menu, click Authentication Settings.

5. (Optional) Select the Clear Incorrect Passcodes checkbox to clear any incorrect 
passcodes.

6. Click Save.
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5 Managing RSA SecurID PINs

• RSA SecurID PINs

• Clear an RSA SecurID PIN

• Force a PIN Change

• Obtain a PIN Unlocking Key

RSA SecurID PINs

A PIN is a personal identification number. The SecurID PIN is used with the 
tokencode to form the passcode. RSA SecurID typically requires a PIN, either created 
by the user or generated by Authentication Manager. Requiring both the tokencode 
and the PIN is known as two-factor authentication: something you have (the token) 
and something you know (the PIN). In Authentication Manager, the tokencode and the 
PIN combined are called a passcode. When users try to access a protected resource, 
they enter the passcode at the logon prompt. 

Clear an RSA SecurID PIN

When you clear the SecurID PIN assigned to a user's token, at next logon, the user 
must enter a tokencode, and create a new PIN. You might choose to clear a PIN if a 
user has forgotten his or her PIN. The user can then create a new PIN, and continue to 
use the token.

Before You Begin

Users with SecurID 800 Authenticators need a PIN unlocking key to access their 
token if they have forgotten their PIN. For more information on obtaining the PIN 
unlocking key, see “Obtain a PIN Unlocking Key” on page 76.

To clear the PIN assigned to a token:

1. Click Authentication > SecurID Tokens > Manage Existing.

2. Click the Assigned tab.

3. Use the search fields to find the token that you want to clear.
When you search for tokens by serial number using “starts with”, be sure to enter 
any leading zeros, for example, 000123456789. Otherwise, your search will not 
return any results.

4. From the search results, click the token with the SecurID PIN that you want to 
clear.
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5. From the Context menu, click Clear SecurID PIN.

6. Tell the user to only enter a tokencode at the next authentication and tell the user 
to create a new PIN.
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Force a PIN Change

When you force a user to change a SecurID PIN, the user is prompted to create a new 
PIN after successfully authenticating with the token. The user enters the existing PIN 
as part of the PIN change process.

Only force a PIN change when a user knows the existing PIN. For example, you might 
force a PIN change if the current PIN has been compromised. If a user has forgotten 
the PIN, clear the PIN. For more information, see “Clear an RSA SecurID PIN” on 
page 73.

To force a user to change a SecurID PIN:

1. Click Authentication > SecurID Tokens > Manage Existing.

2. Click the Assigned tab.

3. Use the search fields to find the token that you want to edit.

4. From the search results, click the token with the PIN that you want the user to 
change.

5. From the Context menu, click Require SecurID PIN Change on Next Logon.
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Obtain a PIN Unlocking Key

If a user with a SecurID 800 authenticator forgets his or her PIN, the user needs a PIN 
unlocking key to access the token. You can help the user obtain this key.

Before You Begin

Your Super Admin must load the SecurID 800 authenticator data into RSA 
Authentication Manager before you can view it.

To obtain the PIN unlocking key:

1. Click Authentication > SecurID Tokens > Manage Existing.

2. Click the Assigned tab.

3. Use the search fields to find the smart card that you want to view.
When you search for tokens by serial number using “starts with”, be sure to enter 
any leading zeros, for example, 000123456789. Otherwise, your search will not 
return any results.

4. From the search results, click the smart card that you want to view.

5. From the Context menu, click Edit.

6. View the SID800 Smart Card Details section to obtain the PIN unlocking key.
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6 RSA Credential Manager

• RSA Credential Manager Overview

• Clear Cached Windows Password

• Security Questions

RSA Credential Manager Overview

RSA Credential Manager is a web-based workflow system that automates the token 
deployment process and allows users to service their own tokens. Credential Manager 
includes the following components:

Self-service. Users can use the RSA Self-Service Console to maintain and 
troubleshoot their tokens without involving administrators or calling the Help 
Desk. This reduces the time that you need to spend helping users when they forget 
their PINs, misplace their tokens, require emergency access, or require 
resynchronization. 

Provisioning. Users can perform many of the steps in the token deployment 
process. The system automates the workflow. This reduces administrative 
overhead and the time typically associated with deploying tokens, especially in a 
large-scale deployment. 

Check with your Super Admin to find out if your organization uses Credential 
Manager. If so, when users need help stepping through the token deployment process, 
or maintaining or troubleshooting their tokens, you can send them to the RSA 
Self-Service Console. 

If your deployment has directory servers, understand that users with read-only access 
cannot perform certain self-service actions, such as entering phone numbers or e-mail 
addresses for on-demand tokencode service.
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Clear Cached Windows Password

If your Super Admin enabled Windows password integration in the offline 
authentication policy, users can authenticate with only a Windows user name and RSA 
SecurID passcode. Windows password integration causes RSA Authentication 
Manager to save users’ Windows passwords, which may be invalid for SecurID 
authentication. In that case, you need to clear the saved copy of a user's Windows 
password.

To clear the cached copy of a user's Windows password:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the user with which you want to work.

3. From the search results, click the user with which you want to work.

4. From the Context menu, click Authentication Settings.

5. Select the Clear cached copy of selected user's Windows credential checkbox 
to clear a hashed version of a user's Windows User ID and password.

6. Click Save.
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Security Questions

The security question authentication method allows users to authenticate by answering 
a set of questions. Security questions are used for authentication when a user must 
access the Self-Service Console for troubleshooting. The self-service troubleshooting 
policy determines if this method is available to users.

Everyone who uses security questions for self-service troubleshooting must enroll by 
answering a specified number of questions. During self-service troubleshooting, the 
user answers a subset of these questions. The answers must match the answers 
provided at enrollment.

Configure Security Questions

When configuring security questions, you determine how many questions the users 
must answer during enrollment and during self-service troubleshooting. The number 
of answers required for enrollment must exceed the number of answers required for 
self-service troubleshooting.

Security questions are for self-service troubleshooting only. They cannot be used as a 
primary authentication method.

You can configure security questions only if your administrative role allows it.

To configure security questions:

1. In the upper right corner of the RSA Security Console, click Configuration.

2. In the Enrollment field, specify the number of answers that the user must provide 
during enrollment.

3. In the Authentication field, specify the number of answers that the user must 
provide during self-service troubleshooting.

4. Click Save.
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Clear Security Question Answers

You can clear the answers for a particular user’s security questions. For example, you 
might want to do this if the user forgot the answers, or if the security of the answers 
was compromised in some way. After answers are cleared, the user must provide new 
answers in order to use security questions for self-service troubleshooting.

To clear security question answers for a user:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to search for the user that you want to edit.

3. Select the user that you want to edit.

4. From the Context menu, click Edit.

5. Select Clear user answers to security questions.

6. Click Save.
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7 Managing User Groups

• User Groups

• Add a User to a User Group

• View Members of a User Group

User Groups

A user group is a collection of users or other user groups, or both. Users and user 
groups who belong to a user group are called member users and member user groups.

You can organize user groups based on common criteria such as geographic location 
or job title. 

Important things to know about user groups:

• A user group is stored in an identity source and owned by a security domain.

• A user group residing in an external identity source can contain only users and 
user groups belonging to the same identity source. A user group residing in the 
internal database can contain users and user groups from any identity source in 
your deployment.

• Users can belong to more than one user group.

• User group names must be unique within an identity source. A realm can have two 
user groups with the same name if they are stored in two different identity sources.

• You cannot assign an administrative role to a user group.

• Administrators can move user groups between security domains within the same 
realm, but not between realms.
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Add a User to a User Group

You add a user to a user group so that you can manage that user as part of the group. 
Group membership is helpful when you need to restrict a user’s access to agents and 
when you deploy tokens in bulk.You can add a user to one or more user groups.

To add a user to a user group:

1. Click Identity > Users > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the user that you want to add to a user group.

3. Select the checkbox next to the user that you want to add to a user group.

4. From the Action menu, select Add to User Groups, and click Go.

5. Use the search fields to find the user group to which you want to add the user.

6. Select the checkbox next to the user group to which you want to add the user.

7. Click Add to Group.
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View Members of a User Group

Perform the following procedure to view members of a user group.

To view members of a user group:

1. Click Identity > User Groups > Manage Existing.

2. Use the search fields to find the user group whose members you want to view.

3. Select the user group. 

4. From the Context menu, select Member Users.
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8 Managing Reports

• Reports

• Run a Report Job

• View Available Reports

• View Completed Reports

• View In-Progress Reports

• Edit a Report

Reports

You can use Authentication Manager run customized reports describing system events 
and objects (users and tokens, for example). Custom reports are based on the 
predefined report templates provided with Authentication Manager. Each template 
includes predefined variables, column headings, and other report information.

You can also view reports that are completed, in progress, or saved. After you run a 
report, you can view the report output in a browser, or save the report as a CSV, XML, 
or HTML file.

You can only view reports that are included in your administrative scope.
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Run a Report Job

To generate output from a report that you have created, you must run the report. 

You may only run reports that fall within the scope of your administrative role. If an 
error indicates that you have insufficient privileges, contact your Super Admin for 
more information. The report fails if it needs to access data that you are not permitted 
to view. For example, the All Users report requires permission to view users in at least 
one security domain.

Before You Begin

“Run a Report Job.”

To run a report:

1. Click Reporting > Reports > Manage Existing.

2. Select the report you want to run.

3. From the Context menu, click Run Report Job Now.

4. Enter any input parameters required by the report.

5. Click Run Report.

6. Click the Completed tab to view report output

Next Steps

“View Available Reports.”
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View Available Reports

You can view a list of all reports that are saved in the system but have not yet run. 
After the list displays, you can edit or run the reports in the list.

To view all available reports:

Click Reporting > Reports > Manage Existing.

View Completed Reports

You can view completed reports that have already run.

To view a completed report:

1. Click Reporting > Report Output > Completed Reports.

2. Click the report job you want to view, and select how to display it. You can save 
the report output as a CSV, XML, or HTML file. You can also choose to send the 
output directly to a web browser for display.
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View In-Progress Reports

Use the following procedure to view reports that are in progress.

To view in-progress reports:

Click Reporting > Report Output > In Progress.

Edit a Report

You can edit a report to change the report contents, or to change the information that 
must be entered when a report is run.

To edit a report:

1. Click Reporting > Reports > Manage Existing.

2. Select the report that you want to edit.

3. From the Context menu, click Edit.

4. Make any necessary changes to the report.
If you do not save your edits, you can click Reset to reset the report back to what 
it was before you began editing.

5. Click Save.
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A Troubleshooting

• Activity Monitor Overview

• Use the Activity Monitor to Troubleshoot Problems

Activity Monitor Overview

Activity Monitors let you view RSA Authentication Manager activity, such as log 
entries, in real time. There are three Activity Monitors, each of which opens in a 
separate browser window and displays a different type of information.

You can open multiple Activity Monitor windows at one time.

Activity Monitor Information Displayed

Authentication Who is authenticating, where the authentication request is 
coming from, and to what instance they are 
authenticating.

System Time of an activity, a description of the activity, whether 
the activity was successful, and the instance where the 
activity took place.

Administration Changes to the Authentication Manager deployment, 
such as when users are added or deleted, or when tokens 
are assigned.
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Use the Activity Monitor to Troubleshoot Problems

Activity Monitors let you view RSA Authentication Manager activity, such as log 
entries, in real time. Use them to monitor and troubleshoot your system.

You can also pause the Activity Monitor and review specific log messages. 

To view system activity with the Activity Monitor:

1. Click Reporting > Real-time Activity Monitors, and select one of the available 
Activity Monitors.

2. Enter the criteria of the log messages that you want the Activity Monitor to 
display. Leave these fields blank to view all activity.

3. Click Start Monitor.

4. When a message appears that you want to view, click Pause Monitor.
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5. Click the date and time of the message that you want to view.
When you resume monitoring, all log messages generated while the Activity 
Monitor was paused are added at the top of the Activity Monitor. If the number of 
new messages exceeds the number of messages that you chose to display, only the 
most recent are displayed. For example, if you configured the monitor to display 
100 messages, but there are 150 new messages, only the 100 most recent are 
displayed.
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Glossary

Term Definition

Active Directory The directory service that is included with Microsoft 
Windows 2000 Server, Microsoft Windows Server 2003, 
Microsoft Windows Server 2008, and Microsoft Windows 
Server 2008 R2.

AD See Active Directory.

administrative role A collection of permissions and the scope within which 
those permissions apply.

administrator Any user with one or more administrative roles that grants 
administrative permission to manage administrative 
resources.

agent A software application installed on a device, such as a 
domain server, web server, or desktop computer, that 
enables authentication communication with Authentication 
Manager on the network server.

attribute A characteristic that defines the state, appearance, value, or 
setting of something. In Authentication Manager, attributes 
are values associated with users and user groups. For 
example, each user group has three standard attributes 
called Name, Identity Source, and Security Domain.

authentication The process of reliably determining the identity of a user or 
process. 

authentication method The type of procedure required for obtaining authentication, 
such as a one-step procedure, a multiple-option procedure 
(user name and password), or a chained procedure. 

authentication policy A collection of rules that specify the authentication 
requirements. An authentication policy may be associated 
with one or more resources.

authenticator A device used to verify a user's identity to Authentication 
Manager. This can be a hardware token (for example, a key 
fob) or a software token.

CT-KIP Cryptographic Token-Key Initialization Protocol.

CT-KIP-capable token A token that is capable of storing the authorization data and 
seed generated as a result of CT-KIP operations between a 
CT-KIP 1.0 client and an Authentication Manager CT-KIP 
server.
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data store A data source such as a relational database (Oracle or DB2) 
or directory server (Sun Java System Directory Server or 
Microsoft Active Directory). Each type of data source 
manages and accesses data differently.

delivery address The e-mail address or the mobile phone number where the 
on-demand tokencodes will be delivered.

deployment The arrangement of Authentication Manager instances into 
appropriate locations in a network to perform 
authentication.

e-mail notifications Contain status information about requests for user 
enrollment, tokens, and user group membership are sent to 
users who initiated the request. For token requests, e-mail 
notifications also contain information about how to 
download and activate tokens. Request Approvers and 
Token Distributors receive e-mail notifications about 
requests that require their action. 

emergency access The process for enabling a token for a user whose token is 
not available or is not functioning. Used in connection with 
offline authentication access. 

emergency access passcode A complete authentication code that, if enabled, can be used 
by a user to perform an offline authentication without an 
authenticator or PIN.

emergency access tokencode A partial authentication code that, if enabled, can be used by 
a user to perform an offline authentication without an 
authenticator. The user is required to provide his or her PIN.

event-based token A hardware token that displays a tokencode whenever the 
user presses the button on the token.

group membership See user group.

hardware token A physical device, such as an RSA SecurID standard card, 
key fob, or PINPad that displays a tokencode.

identity source A data store containing user and user group data. The data 
store can be the internal database or an external directory 
server, such as Sun Java System Directory Server or 
Microsoft Active Directory.

internal database The Authentication Manager proprietary data source.

Term Definition
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license A verifiable piece of information that represents permission 
from RSA to use Authentication Manager, its features, or 
both. A license is a component of the License Management 
Service. 

lockout policy A set of conditions specifying when an account will be 
locked and whether the account must be unlocked by an 
administrator or will unlock on its own after a designated 
amount of time. Lockout policies are applied to security 
domains. Each realm has a default lockout policy.

member user A user who is a member of a member user group.

member user group A user group that is a member of another user group. For 
example, an organization might define a Sales Managers 
user group within a North America user group.

All member user groups must belong to the same identity 
source as the parent group, with one exception: any user 
group from any identity source can be assigned to a parent 
group that is stored in the internal database.

offline emergency tokencode Provides emergency access for RSA SecurID for Windows 
users who require emergency access while authenticating 
offline. Use this option if the user has a temporarily 
misplaced, lost, or stolen token. The Offline Emergency 
Access Tokencode is used with the user’s PIN.

offline emergency passcode Provides emergency access for RSA SecurID for Windows 
users who require emergency access while authenticating 
offline. Use this option if the user has forgotten his or her 
PIN. The Offline Emergency Passcode is used in place of 
the user’s PIN and tokencode.

on-demand tokencode Tokencodes delivered by SMS or SMTP. They require the 
user to enter a PIN to achieve two-factor authentication. 
On-demand tokencodes are user-initiated, as Authentication 
Manager only sends a tokencode to the user when it 
receives a user request.

An on-demand tokencode can only be used once, and you 
configure the lifetime of an on-demand tokencode.

See on-demand tokencode service.

on-demand tokencode service A service that allows users to request on-demand 
tokencodes delivered by text message or e-mail, instead of 
tokens. You configure the on-demand tokencode service for 
requests using the Security Console. Users must be enabled 
to receive on-demand tokencodes before they can request 
them.
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one-time tokencode set Used for online emergency access. A set of tokencodes, 
each of which can be used only once, and is used with the 
user’s PIN to create a passocde. The administrator can 
specify how many tokencodes are in the set. 

passcode A code entered by a user to authenticate. The passcode is a 
combination of a PIN and a tokencode.

password policy A set of specifications that define what constitutes a valid 
password and the conditions under which the password 
expires. Password policies are applied to security domains. 

permissions Specifies which tasks an administrator is allowed to 
perform.

primary instance The machine with the installation of Authentication 
Manager at which authentication and all administrative 
actions occur.

provisioning See token provisioning. 

realm An entire security domain hierarchy consisting of a 
top-level security domain and all of its lower-level security 
domains. A realm includes all of the objects managed 
within the security domain hierarchy (users, tokens, and 
password policies, for example). Each realm manages users 
and user groups in one or more identity sources.

replica instance The machine with the installation of Authentication 
Manager at which authentication occurs and at which an 
administrator can view the administrative data.

No administrative actions are performed on the replica 
instance. All administrative actions are performed on the 
primary instance.

requests Allows users to enroll, as well as request tokens, the 
on-demand tokencode service, and user group membership. 

RSA Credential Manager A component of Authentication Manager that allows users 
to request, maintain, and troubleshoot tokens.

RSA Operations Console An administrative user interface through which the user 
configures and sets up Authentication Manager, for 
example, adding and managing identity sources, adding and 
managing instances, and disaster recovery.

RSA Security Console An administrative user interface through which the user 
performs most of the day-to-day administrative activities.

Term Definition
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RSA Self-Service Console A user interface through which the user requests, maintains, 
and troubleshoots tokens.

scope In a realm, the security domain or domains within which a 
role’s permissions apply.

security domain A container that defines an area of administrative 
management responsibility, typically in terms of business 
units, departments, partners, and so on. Security domains 
establish ownership and namespaces for objects (users, 
roles, permissions, and so on) within the system. They are 
hierarchical. 

security questions A way of allowing users to authenticate without using their 
standard method. To use this service, a user must answer a 
number of security questions. To authenticate using this 
service, the user must correctly answer all or a subset of the 
original questions. The answers to security questions are 
case sensitive.

self-service Allows users to perform maintenance tasks and 
troubleshoot tokens themselves, instead of calling the Help 
Desk. See also Token Provisioning.

Self-Service Console See RSA Self-Service Console.

self-service requests See requests.

self-service troubleshooting policy Provides an emergency form of authentication that allows 
users to log on to the RSA Self-Service Console to perform 
troubleshooting tasks. 

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) A TCP/IP protocol used in sending and receiving e-mail. In 
Authentication Manager, it is a means of sending 
tokencodes to e-mail accounts. Tokencodes delivered by 
SMTP are called on-demand tokencodes.

SMS Short Message Service.

SMTP See Simple Mail Transfer Protocol.

Super Admin An administrator who has all permissions within the system. 
A Super Admin:

• Can create and delete realms

• Can link identity sources to realms

• Has full permissions within any realm

• Can assign administrative roles within any realm

Term Definition
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temporary fixed tokencode Used for online emergency access. This temporary 
tokencode is used in conjunction with the user’s PIN to 
create a passcode. The user can use this tokencode more 
than once. The administrator can configure the expiration 
date and other Temporary Fixed Tokencode attributes.

time-based token A hardware token that always displays a tokencode and the 
tokencode changes automatically every 60 seconds. 

token A hardware device or software program that generates a 
pseudorandom number that is used in authentication 
procedures to verify a user’s identity. 

Token Distributor A predefined administrative role that grants permission to 
act upon requests from users for tokens. Distributors record 
how they plan to deliver tokens to users and close requests. 

token provisioning The automation of all the steps required to provide 
enrollment, user group membership, RSA SecurID tokens, 
and the on-demand tokencode service to users. See also 
self-service.

tokencode The random number displayed on the front of a user’s 
RSA SecurID token. Tokencodes change at a specified time 
interval, typically every 60 seconds.

trusted realm A trusted realm is a realm that meets these criteria:

• It is located in a different deployment than your realm. 

• It has exchanged configuration settings with your realm. 
The settings are in an XML file called a trust package. 

two-factor authentication An authentication protocol requiring two different ways of 
establishing and proving identity, for example, something 
you have (such as an authenticator) and something you 
know (such as a PIN).

user An account managed by the system that is usually a person, 
but may be a computer or a web service. 

user group A collection of users, other user groups, or both. User group 
membership determines access permission in some 
applications.

Term Definition
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User ID A character string that the system uses to identify a user 
attempting to authenticate.

Typically a User ID is the user’s first initial followed by the 
last name. For example, Jane Doe’s User ID might be jdoe.

workflow The movement of information or tasks through a work or 
business process. A workflow can consist of one or two 
approval steps and a distribution step for different requests 
from users. 

Term Definition
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